Water
 Guttering or pipes to explore water transport like toy
boats.
 Provide materials for children to make their own boats
and explore how to make them float.

Small world play
Music


Floating music for
hot air balloon
movements.
Instruments for
creating vehicle
sound effects.


Construction



A selection of boxes and
packages for making
junk model vehicles.
Train track set and other
construction materials
for making roads with.

Role Play
 Role play Train Station use boxes to create a
model train. Include a
ticket desk with paper
tickets and play money,
a click, timetable and
maps. Also costumes
like a driver’s cap and
jackets for the guards.
 Set up rows or blocks of
chairs, along with
steering wheels to be
role play cars, buses or
planes.
 Set up a role play car
wash outside.
Library/Reading
Area




Alphabet Train to
practise letter
recognition and initial
sounds.
A selection of transport
themed stories and nonfiction books.

Malleable
 Transport Playdough
Mats.
 Explore the tracks
made by different
transport toys by
rolling over
playdough.







Decorate a Bee-Bot
to look like different
vehicles and follow
drawn maps.
Paint/drawing
program on IWB for
children to draw a
transport picture.
Audio copy of the
book ‘The Train Ride’
on a CD player for
independent
operation.
Selection of ICT
equipment for
children to record
themselves.

Sand


Damp sand and toy
construction vehicles.






Toy vehicles for rolling
through paint and creating
track prints.
Materials for boat making.
A range of junk modelling
for children to create their
own vehicles.
Painting


Transport

ICT/Listening Centre


Creative



EYFS


Mark Making/Fine Motor







Transport Page
Borders, Pencil Control
Sheets, Train Pencil
Control Sheets.
Transport Themed A4
Display Lettering in a
shallow tray of sand
with mark makers.
Transport Cutting Skills
Sheets.
Stick large sheets of
plain paper to a table
and encourage the
children to draw their
own road maps.

Painting junk model
vehicles.
Transport Display
Photos in the painting
area as a stimulus for
paintings.
Create track
painting/prints by
rolling toy cars
through different
colours of paint.

Maths









Small world transport
toys to use on car
mats or child drawn
maps.
Transport small world
area including Small
World Road Sign and
Traffic Light pictures.

Writing


Transport Word
Mats and Word
Cards.
Transport shaped
paper / booklets.
Speeding Tickets,
Parking Tickets or
Train Tickets to
encourage writing.
Transport I-Spy
Scene Activity.






Tuff Tub/Investigation
Transport Themed Size
Ordering Pictures.
Transport Wheels and
No Wheels Sorting
Activity.
Number Bonds to 10
on Trains and
Carriages.
Lorry Themed One
More One Less
Number Writing
Activity Sheet.
Bus Stop Number
Queue Activity.






Transport Shadow
PowerPoint.
Explore floating and
sinking when
making model
boats.
Explore the
patterns made by
rolling or wheeling
toy cars or ride-on
cars, bikes and
scooters through
shallow puddles of
water.

